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Calls for increasing domestic value added

I ”Strengthening manufacturing industries that can create value
added needs to be encouraged and developed through
strengthening the entire industry from upstream to
downstream” - Indonesia’s President (August 2018)

I ”[Making Indonesia 4.0 roadmap] will be key to encourage
added value and high-technology downstream industries to
become a competitive player in the new global context” -
Indonesia’s Industry Minister (April 2018)
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In other countries, too

I ”An increase in domestic value addition and technological depth in
manufacturing” - vision of manufacturing in ”Make-in-India”
program (launched by Modi in September 2014)

I ”[We need to promote] beneficiation of raw materials in
downstream sectors in a logical progression to complete various
chains...” - S. Africa’s Dept. of Trade and Industry 2006

I ”[The government is] keen to promote downstream processing of
raw materials to create value-added products for export and to
generate employment” - PNG’s Minister of Trade and Industry 2006

I ... and many others (e.g. Solomon Island (for timber and fish),
Ghana and Gabon (log), Zambia (copper), Bostwana (diamond),
and Australia (uranium))
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.. based on a common argument:

I Increase in domestic value added would create more domestic
employment, while increasing the contribution of domestic
manufacturing to overall growth of the economy (increase in
GDP)
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... resulting in policies such as:

I Export ban on raw materials

I Restrictions on intermediate goods imports

I Local content requirements
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We argue, on the contrary:

I Under export-oriented industrialisation, within-country
domestic per unit value added could hinder growth and
employment generation of domestic manufacturing. Why?

I In the context of global production sharing, per unit value
added in exports tend to decline everywhere; it is volume
expansion that matters.

I Intermediate goods industries are typically more capital
intensive, while final goods are labour intensive. So shifting
domestic production structure towards final goods and away
from intermediate goods would enhance employment
generation in a labour-abundant country.
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Outline

I Objective and hypothesis

I Conceptual framework

I Methodology and data

I Results

I Discussion
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Objective & hypothesis

I Objective. To assess the validity of using domestic value
added as a performance criterion in designing policies for
export-oriented growth.

I Hypothesis. In the context of global production sharing,
industries characterised by high-import intensity (low per unit
domestic value added) have the potential to make a greater
contribution to employment generation and growth of national
income compared to industries that are deeply rooted in
domestic economy.
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Conceptual framework: when DVA is appropriate

I In the post-war era with import-substitution domination, domestic
value added of export was a key development emphasis that gave
ways to policies from local content requirements to various forms of
incentives to use domestic inputs in the production process.

I Relevant academia was thus dominated by estimation and analyses
of domestic value added, often to identify ’key industries’ that have
strong linkages.

I This approach is necessarily inward looking. Furthermore, it ignores
comparative advantage and factor proportions of the economy.
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Conceptual framework: when DVA isn’t appropriate

I As the paradigm shifted from IS- to export-oriented industrialisation,
the emphasis on domestic value added dissipated. Why?

I When an economy imports capital-intensive inputs (e.g. machinery,
synthetic fibre, industrial chemicals) with foreign exchange earned
by exporting labour-intensive products (e.g. garment, footwear,
toys) it is substituting labour-intensive goods for capital-intensive
goods in the production structure. This would enhance the labour
intensity of the overall production process.

I In GPS industries, import content is naturally high and so per unit
domestic value added is low; however, given the vast market
potential, the total value added and hence the contribution to GDP
and employment generation is much higher.
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Methodology - 1

Z = ZD + ZM (1)

X = ADX + Y D + E (2)

M = AMX + YM (3)

AD = [aDij ], aDij = zDij /Xj (4)

AM = [aMij ], aMij = zMij /Xj (5)
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Methodology - 2

X = (I − AD)−1(Y D + E ) (6)

M = R(I − AD)−1 (7)

L = G (I − AD)−1 (8)
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Methodology - 3

Mtj =
n∑

i=1

mij ,m
e
tj = ejMtj (9)

DCE = ej −me
tj ,VAE = DCE/ej (10)

Ltj =
n∑

i=1

lij , l
e
tj = ejLtj (11)

BWLj =
n∑
i

ãDij ,FWLi =
n∑
j

ãDij (12)
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Data

Sectors: All Sector: Mnf Avail. tables
Indonesia 1995 172 91 T, D

2000 175 93 T, D
2005 175 93 T, D
2010 185 92 T, D

Source: Officials Indonesian I-O tables

Caveat

I We assume that import intensities of export production mirrors that
of the production for domestic market.

I This would naturally lead to underestimation of import intensity
(i.e. overestimation of domestic value added of exports).

I So, our measures should lie on the conservative side.
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Result1: Mnf’s VA/unit is lower than others
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Result2: BL is relatively higher..
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Result3: .. as FL relatively lower
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Result4: DCE is relatively low
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Result5: .. yet job creation is high
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Result6: weak corr btwn VA/unit and GDP & empl
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Selected results

VA/unit BL FL Cont to X Cont to emp

Coffee 97.14 1.24 1.54 5,597,495 375,116
Milled and peeled coffee 95.04 1.93 1.31 1,506,917 57,434

Cacao 97.23 1.22 1.94 9,001,417 269,009
Chocolate and sugar confectionary 94.11 2.18 2.29 3,868,213 57,102

Textile 59.44 1.53 1.52 9,118,977 359,576
Ready-made garment 78.36 1.70 1.06 4,642,045 1,100,856
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Discussion

I We confirm the strong, positive correlation between per unit
domestic value added of exports and the (backward) linkages.

I But there is no correlation between the per unit domestic
value added and the contribution to GDP and employment
generation.

I If any, the correlation between linkages and export-induced
employment is negative.
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Implication

I Policy makers should focus on the potential of a given
product/industry rather than the per unit value added in
designing export development policy.

I In the era of GPS and GVC, policies to facilitate linking
Indonesian manufacturing to global production networks has
the potential to create employment and hence to help
reducing poverty.
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Thanks. Comments welcome.
arianto.patunru@anu.edu.au
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